Federal entities may cease operations when they are established as a temporary entity, are abolished, or functions are transferred to state or local government or private control.

Description:

The Commission on Broadcasting to the People's Republic of China was established under Public Law 102-138, which was passed on October 28, 1991 and was due to be terminated upon submission of its final report.
**REQUEST FOR RECORDS DISPOSITION AUTHORITY**

(See Instructions on reverse)

TO: NATIONAL ARCHIVES and RECORDS ADMINISTRATION (NIR)  
WASHINGTON, DC 20408

1. FROM (Agency or establishment)

2. MAJOR SUBDIVISION

3. MINOR SUBDIVISION

4. NAME OF PERSON WITH WHOM TO CONFER
   Audree B. Holton

5. TELEPHONE
   202/647-7462

6. AGENCY CERTIFICATION
   I hereby certify that I am authorized to act for this agency in matters pertaining to the disposition of its records and that the records proposed for disposal on the attached page(s) are not now needed for the business of this agency or will not be needed after the retention periods specified, and that written concurrence from the General Accounting Office, under the provisions of Title 8 of the GAO Manual for Guidance of Federal Agencies,

   ☐ is not required; ☐ is attached; or ☐ has been requested.

7. DATE
   4/25/94

8. SIGNATURE OF AGENT OR REPRESENTATIVE
   Patricia K. Magin, Acting

9. TITLE
   Chief, Records Management

10. ITEM NO

11. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM AND PROPOSED DISPOSITION

   **COMMISSION ON BROADCASTING TO THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA**

   1. **General Records, 1992.**

   Arranged by type of file or by subject. Correspondence, legislation, memorandums, press releases, reports, studies, agendas, statements, clippings, and other material relating to the origins and work of the Commission. Most of the records are filed in a series of chronological files. There are also files on the origins of the Commission, the draft final report, the final report, commission meeting notes, Taiwan broadcasting, radio broadcasting by the BBC, Radio Marti, and RFE/RL, USIA response to the Commission on VOA, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) report on transmitter sites, public

   Copies sent to NCE, Agency, NIST, NL, NIA 4/94
testimony, and background material collected for use by the Commission.

Lot 92D522.

Volume: 3 feet

PERMANENT. Transfer to WNRC immediately. Transfer to the National Archives in 1995.